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The next regular club meeting of the
Four Winds BMW Riders will be
held on Sat., Feb. 18, 2006 at the
Dynasty International Buffet, 20111
Freedom Rd. in Cranberry Twp.
16066 from 4:00PM.  BYOB if de-
sired.  Cost is about $12/person.  Di-
rections are on page 16.
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President – Scott Bassin
724-538-4612

sbassin@city-net.com

Vice President – Ed Syphan
724-347-5590

esyphan@yahoo.com

Treasurer – Margaret
Weaver
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gsweave@netscape.com

Corres. Sec’y – Holly
Marcheck

marchhe@comcast.net

Rec. Sec’y – Shirley Hart
412-242-1970
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Director – Jürgen Brune
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PPPPPRRRRREEEEESIDESIDESIDESIDESIDENNNNNTTTTT’’’’’SSSSS M M M M MEEEEESSASSASSASSASSAGEGEGEGEGE
It was good seeing everyone again at the Ban-
quet after our December hiatus.  If you
weren’t there, you missed a great time.  We
had 68 registered attendees, and the
Georgetown Centre venue was just the right
size for us.  The highlight of the program was
our guest speaker, club member 1stSgt George
Blackham IV, who delivered an excellent
presentation and a fantastic slide show that
gave us a glimpse into some of the sights and
conditions he and his fellow Marines expe-
rienced in Iraq.  Thanks again, George!  And
thanks again to all of the other club mem-
bers who participated in the preparations for
the Banquet or in the Banquet program it-
self.

Last month, I promised a brief personal
introduction, along with a summary of the
Member Survey results.  Let’s start with the
introduction.

I joined the Four Winds towards the end
of 2002, shortly after buying my first BMW
(a 1989 K100 RS Special Edition) on e-Bay.
Actually, not only was it my first BMW, but
it was the first time I’d owned a bike since
the Yamaha 550 Vision I had in college (Mi-
ami University in Oxford, Ohio – the same
alma mater as soon-to-be Super Bowl quar-
terback Big Ben).  And back in my college
days, I had no clue how to really ride, let
alone ride safely, so I consider the K100 RS
to be my first real bike.  The K100 RS was
being sold by someone in Chicago, who
agreed to get it to Cleveland since he was
going to visit some friends there anyway.
This worked out for me, since both my wife
(Carolyn) and I grew up in Cleveland and
our families still live there.  So, my first ride
on my new bike was to go from Cleveland
back home to Pittsburgh.  The ride was nice
(despite being on the turnpike most of the
time), and it made me realize what great
machine I had purchased.  It also made me
realize that I knew nothing about it or how it
worked, or even how to ride it the right way.

???
Like searching for neat things on your
Beemer?  Taking pictures of ‘em?  Getting
BMR points for finding ‘em?

Keep an eye out here for the next search
item!  The Board and Pointmistress are con-
sidering all the suggestions (if you have one,
let ‘em know) for this year’s “Hunt and Find”
item(s).

Continued on page 2
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PPPPPUBLUBLUBLUBLUBLICICICICICAAAAATTTTTIONIONIONIONION I I I I INFONFONFONFONFO
The Four Winds BMW Riders

Newsletter is published for
members’ use.  Articles’ and
pictures’ copyrights are held by
their authors.  Author’s permis-
sion should be obtained before
any form of republication.

Editor: Ralph Meyer
Deadline: Articles submitted must

be received by the editor no
later than the Wednesday af-
ter the club meeting of the
month preceding the month of
publication (e.g., Feb. Meeting:
Feb. 18; March issue deadline:
Wed., Feb. 22nd).  Articles/
Info rec’d after deadline go in
next month’s newsletter.

Submission information:
E-mail submissions: Send as at-

tachments with “4 Winds News-
letter Article” in the e-mail
‘Subject’ line to:

    <meyer@zoominternet.net>
Articles on Disk Media mail to:

Ralph Meyer, Editor
4 Winds Newsletter
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

Submission formats:
Articles: Send as plain text with

headings and hdg depth defined,
or in Word Processor (e.g., MS
Word) format.  Save trees: avoid
paper if you can.

Pictures and graphics: Submit in
JPEG or TIFF format with
clearly marked locations in the
article.

Long articles may be split between
issues.

National Club Affiliations: Four
Winds BMW Riders is char-
tered club #6 of the BMWMOA
and chartered club #76 of the
BMWRA

Newsletters in color PDF format are
at the Four Winds Site,
www.4windsbmw.org .  Down-
load a free Adobe PDF reader
by clicking the ‘Get Adobe
Reader’ button at
www.adobe.com and following
the directions thereafter pro-
vided.

MMMMMEEEEEEEEEETTTTTINGINGINGINGING S S S S SCHECHECHECHECHEDULDULDULDULDULEEEEE 2006 2006 2006 2006 2006
Mark the dates on your calendars,

but remember...
All meeting sites are tentative.  Please

check the web site and newslet-
ter for changes and updates.

February 18, 2006 — 4:00 PM at the
Dynasty International Buffet,
20111 Freedom Rd., Cranberry
Twp. 16066

March 18, 2006 — 1:00 PM at The
Brass Rail, 10 Old Clairton Rd.
Pleasant Hills Twp.

April, 2006 — TBA
May, 2006 — TBA
June, 2006 — TBA
July, 2006 — TBA
August, 2006 — Friday, August 18

to Sunday, August 20
40th!! Annual Four Winds Rally!

September, 2006 — TBA
October, 2006 — TBA

OOOOONGOINGNGOINGNGOINGNGOINGNGOING E E E E EVEVEVEVEVENNNNNTSTSTSTSTS

Breakfast Rides, et al.:
These rides are free-form.  Those

attending decide what they
want to do and where, if any-
where, they want to ride.  If you
just want to show up in the car
and have breakfast with fellow
motorcyclists, that’s fine too.

COME!  EAT!  CHAT!  RIDE!

Ride Schedule — Month:
Sun, Feb 5 — North at King’s, I-

79 & Rt 910/VIP Dr., 10:00
AM

Sat, Feb 11 — West at Eat n’ Park,
Rt 60 & 22/30, 9:00 AM

Sun, Feb 19 — South at the Road-
side Restaurant, Rt 51, 10:00
AM

Sat, Feb 25 — East at Dick’s, Rt
22 Westbound side,
Monroeville, 9:00 AM

If you’re going to a breakfast
ride, you might want to no-
tify others:  It’s not necessary,
but it’d be nice to let others
know you’re going to a particu-
lar Breakfast Ride by putting
a notice on the 4-Winds Site
Message Board’s Breakfast
Ride section saying so.  That’ll
help save a rider from discov-
ering too late that no one else
is going that day.  The Break-
fast Ride’s URL is:   http://
www.4windsbmw.org/forum/
viewforum.php?f=9  .  Be sure
to erase your post after the ride
if you can so the board doesn’t
get cluttered.

FFFFFEEEEEBBBBB..... 2006 S 2006 S 2006 S 2006 S 2006 SHAHAHAHAHACKCKCKCKCK
February 15, 7-10PM, at Dennis

Mickanin’s, 2360 Mickanin Road,
N. Huntington, PA 15642, Ph. 724-
863-1236.

Directions: GPS approx. location: N40°
18.323’, W79° 45.130’.

From the Parkway (I-376) at
Monroeville, take Moss Side Blvd
(PA48) South.  Turn left onto Lin-
coln Hwy (US 30).  At the Lincoln
Hwy/Parkway Dr 'Y' keep Right
onto Parkway Dr.  At the Parkway
Dr/Clay Pike 'Y', keep right onto
Clay Pike. Turn right onto Robbins
Station Rd.  Follow Robbins Sta-
tion Rd to Mickanin Rd and turn
Left onto Mickanin Rd. Go about
.5 miles to the Mickanin's on your
right.

I signed up for the MSF class and got my
license (yes, I now realize you’re supposed
to do that before you get the bike!), and I
also started surfing the web to look for BMW-
related resources and reference materials.
That’s how I learned of the Four Winds BMW
Riders – by finding the website.  A short time
after that, I happened to strike up a conver-
sation with someone at one of our local deal-
ers, who coincidentally turned out to be club
member Jeff Dunkle.  Jeff asked me if I knew
about the Four Winds (I did because of the
website), and he suggested I attend a meet-

ing.  A quick e-mail to then-president Nancy
Barrett and I was in.  About a year later, I
was shanghaied – uh, I mean encouraged –
to join the Board of Directors as correspond-
ing secretary for 2004, then veep in 2005.
Along the way, I picked up a 2002 K1200
RS (and put it down at last year’s UnRally in
Virginia, but all is well now) and several new
friends from the Four Winds.

Carolyn and I have two daughters,
Madeleine (8) and Anna (5), which means I
don’t really have the time to be a long dis-
tance rider.  But I do find the time for a few
long weekend trips here and there.  I’m a

Continued from page 1
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banker by trade (believe me, “banker’s hours” aren’t what they used
to be), and I infrequently enjoy some non-motorcycling hobbies.  I
consider my riding skills to be average at best, but thanks in part to
rides with fellow Four Winds members, my skills are much improved
compared to when I first mounted my old K100 RS in Cleveland.

Enough about me; let’s talk about us!  The Member Survey re-
sponses were very enlightening.  There’s not enough space here to
review the entire survey, but check the Four Winds website
(www.4windsbmw.org) for the complete results.  As promised, no
personally-identifiable information is being disclosed.  A total of 61
members completed the survey, with 92% completing it on-line.  Of
these, 56 are regular members and five are associate members.  That’s
a 71% participation rate for regular members, and a 62% participa-
tion rate for the club overall.  Not too shabby, and a decent sample
size to represent the club as a whole.  Here are some of the high-
lights:

• About 64% of us think our typical Four Winds rally is
about the right size, but at the same time, 67% of us
think this year’s 40th Anniversary Rally is special and
should be bigger than normal (our Rally Committee is
working on that, by the way).

• 97% of us have Internet access, and almost two out of
three of us have access to a broadband connection.  I
suspect this is far higher than many of us thought.

• 70% of us own two or more motorcycles.  While 92% of
us own a BMW, a number of us also own other brands.

• Both our newsletter and our website are highly
regarded.  69% of us think the newsletter is the right
size, and 59% think it should continue to be published
monthly.  Common suggestions include making ride
reports more concise and including more articles about
our members, including member profiles, etc.  59% of
us visit the Four Winds website more than four times
per month, and some of us suggested that it could be
used to make it more convenient to submit forms for
things like BMR points.

• 75% of us wouldn’t be bothered by a modest increase in
the dues, and nobody would quit over it.  Note that we
have no plans to raise the dues this year.

• We ain’t no spring chickins – a plurality of us (34%)
are in the 55 to 64 age bucket, and half of us are over
55.

Well, that’s all for this month’s column.  I look forward to seeing
you at the February meeting.

SCOTT

HHHHHARARARARAREEEEE & H & H & H & H & HOUNDSOUNDSOUNDSOUNDSOUNDS 2006 R 2006 R 2006 R 2006 R 2006 RALALALALALLLLLLYYYYY E E E E EVEVEVEVEVENNNNNTTTTT
Sean Thomas

What is a Hare and Hounds event?
To start off with, this event is not a race; it is, however, a test of

skill and reasoning.
This event is solely based on mileage.  The hound with the mile-

age closest to the actual mileage of the hare is the winner, with the
next two closest mileages being the 2 runners up.

So, you are now asking yourself, “How does it work?”
It works like this:  a pre-determined route is laid out by the hare

and his or her support group, and only the hare and the support crew
know the route.  The hounds, which are the participants, are given
the first two turns from the starting point to what is referred to as
‘the playground,’ which is an area approximately 16 miles by 16
miles square of nothing but back country roads that is surrounded by
major roads.  Once the hounds have entered the playground, this is
where the reasoning and skill come into play:  at major intersections,
each hound has to make a decision on which way to go.  If the hound
makes the right choice, within two tenths of a mile the road will be
marked indicating that the hare went in that direction, but, within
that length, if the hound does not see the mark, it’s time to turn
around and try another direction from that intersection.  Should the
hound decide to give up, s/he can resort to a rescue map given to him
or her at the start of the ride, but, in doing so, they are out of the
contest.  So, in essence, the object is to find and follow the hare’s
path all the way back to the starting point:  where the hare winds up
again after laying out the route.

SEAN

GGGGGRRRRREAEAEAEAEATTTTT     IDEAIDEAIDEAIDEAIDEA!!!!!
Ever want to know who your fellow Beemeriders are in the club?

When they first got into motorcycling?
How they got into this marvelous sport?
What their bikes have been and are and which they like best and

why?
What they like about biking, especially on Beemers?
Who the folks in their family are?
What they do for a living?
What rallies they like?
And any other information they’d like to send?

If so, Scott has pointed out that several of our members want to
see more about who we are in the newsletter.  And that’s great!  BUT,
I can’t publish such interesting stuff if it isn’t sent to me, sooooo....
I’d like to put in a feature, maybe called “Who we are” in each issue
of the newsletter, if y’all out there will be kind enough to write up
and send me such neat and interesting information about yourself.  If
I get it, I’ll print it!

You can use the questions above as good starting points for a
couple of paragraphs.  Just change the ‘they’ or ‘their’ into ‘I’ and
‘my’ and let us know the answers--as much or as little as you want to
say.  Write us up a description and send it to me at
meyer@zoominternet.net and in she’ll go!

RALPH (ZE EDITOR--THAT’S FRENCH FOR ‘THE EDITOR’)
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OOOOONNNNN     THETHETHETHETHE N N N N NEEEEETTTTT...............
Have you found a neat location on the Internet?  Send the URL in with a brief description of what it’s

about to the editor and we’ll post it here for the benefit of your fellow riders...
Note: copy or type the underlined link into your browser’s URL textbox and hit ‘Go’ or ‘Enter’ to go there.

Our Four Winds Site, what else???  http://www.4windsbmw.org .  And always remember never to forget, you can get this
and past color copies of the Newsletter in PDF format there!  Check it out if you haven’t already done so.

Heated Grips Site: http://www.dual-star.com/index2/Rider/heated_grip_kit1.htm  - Frank Beatrous, who installed
them on his KLR says, "They're cheap, easy to install, and work very well."

FFFFFOROROROROR S S S S SALALALALALEEEEE
Please note:  If you sell your item, please notify the newsletter editor so it can be removed from this list.

Grazia hydraulic lift, very much like the ones we use in the shop, Craig has one like it; it works fine and needs only a little paint
to pretty it up. Call me about price if interested.  By the way, its pretty heavy.  Asking $450.  Ph. 724-863-8214. Don Good

FS 1988 883 Harley Sportster. approx 27k, New Tank and fenders, seat, clutch, grips, mirrors, brakes, pass. floorbds, newer CV
carb w/accelerator pump. Must sell; asking $3000.00 obo.  Ph. 412-596-8513.  Sean Thomas

Check out Redbank Municipal Park, the location of the “4 Winds Homecoming” 40th Rally.
Here’s the URL:  www.redbankpark.com

TTTTTHANKHANKHANKHANKHANK     YYYYYOUOUOUOUOU!!!!!
I want to thank everyone that had anything to do with it [placing Wayne Kelly’s plaque on the Motorcycle Museum Wall of Fame]...the
whole Club.  Y’all are great.  My dad was  proud to be a member of 4 Winds BMW Club.  He knew you all were great people.  I grew
up regarding some of the members as family  members.  We were really close in those days.  I can only  hope that you all experience the
same fellowship as we did.  I  hope 4 Winds BMW stays the same way.  Hopefully, in a few  years,  I can visit the 4 Winds BMW Rally
with my family.

    We, unfortunately, work really hard during the summer months owning our own pool cleaning business.  Therefore, we don’t get
to go anywhere during the summer.  It will be some time before we can take time  off during the summer.  Y’all keep up the good work
though.  I hope to meet you all and visit those of you that I have already had the pleasure of knowing as a child and young adult.  God
bless you all and Keep riding those BMWs.
    Sincerely,

    LURA KELLY WHITE
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4-W4-W4-W4-W4-WINDSINDSINDSINDSINDS H H H H HOMECOMECOMECOMECOMECOMINGOMINGOMINGOMINGOMING!!!!!
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The “Homecoming” of the Four Winds BMW Riders 
 
 

A celebration of 40 Years of Motorcycling and much, much more……. 
 

*Wanted* 
 
 

Contact information for all lost members. 
 

 

Over time we have lost touch with valuable people and previous members to our 
organization. These people were the foundation for what has become known as “Four 
Winds”. Unfortunately the winds have done more than shown us great roads, it’s now 
responsible for losing touch. To solve this dilemma the 40th Rally Committee is asking 
all current active club members to search those old desk drawers for any contact 
information on members who we have not seen for some time. During the next few 
months personal post card invitations will be sent to those lost members in the hope 
that they will mark their calendar and join us for the 40th Rally in Redbank this August 
18 & 19, 2006. 

 
Please forward any contact information for lost members to: 
 
Kevin Hart, 40th Rally Chair.    Dan Weaver, 40th Rally Co Chair 
kevin.hart@msanet.com    gsweave@netscape.com 

 
Kevin Hart       Dan Weaver 
c/o 40th Rally      c/o 40th Rally 
404 Morris Street      237 Brookwood Road 
Pittsburgh, Pa 15218     Venetia, Pa 15367    

 
….than a reunion, a new beginning!   
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FIELD EVENT FROM HELL
Info from Roving Reporter, Mitch Kehn

I don’t know how he latches onto this interesting stuff, but Mitch sez this is an event held by the Poverty Riders of North (or is that East?
West? South? or Generally all-over-the-place) Florida.  Note the look of concentration (or is that mindless glee, or blind debilitating mind-
numbing fear?) on the face of the rider, and his mini-beemer bike.  I hope the other guy’s wearin’ a safety mask, 1” thick plexiglass goggles,
or iron chin-whiskers.  BTW... I haven’t seen one of those kinds of Cushman Muddle Thumpers in a coon’s age!  Pristine condition too (for
the moment)!  Wow!  Obviously, in this case Poverty (which usually sucks) pays... and is a heyuvalotta fun!

HHHHHAPPAPPAPPAPPAPP YYYYY N N N N NEWEWEWEWEW     YYYYYEAREAREAREAREAR R R R R RIDEIDEIDEIDEIDE

TTTTTHEHEHEHEHE N N N N NORORORORORTHTHTHTHTH B B B B BRRRRREAKFEAKFEAKFEAKFEAKFASTASTASTASTAST R R R R RIDEIDEIDEIDEIDESSSSS 1/1/06 1/1/06 1/1/06 1/1/06 1/1/06
Ralph Meyer

Well, Maud, lemme tell ya...  It was a great day for a ride and great
company to enjoy it with.  Temp turned out to be mid 30s (miles
better’n 100°+ you can betcha!) to 40s, the bike temp started around

32 with the telltale snowflake warning flashing
(indicating possible black ice), Mitch had said he
wanted to get some fresh air on the GS, and Sonny
on the web said he was coming, while Walt e-
mailed me just before 8 that he’d be on his way.
Things were lookin’ good, so off we went, getting
to King’s about 9:50.  Three bikes were already
there, Eric’s R1150R, Sonny’s R1200, “Traveler”
(Walt’s aptly named [After the famous Gen’l Rob’t.
E. Lee’s horse] new R1200RT).  Everybody was
already inside, so I stood “Magic” on his center
stand, popped the bucket off and into the system
case (the new ones are nice that way!), and headed
in to find the Eric Trow, Sonny Robison, and Walt

Halaja getting started on coffee while they waited for the rest of us to
show up.  Mitch Kehn soon arrived on his GS, and, shortly thereaf-
ter, Jay Singh on his gasoline-sipping F650.

After hearty New Years greetings all around we eventually pro-
ceeded to order various and sundry forms of delectible giblets from a
cute but slender young waitress, who kept appearing at appropriate
times to top up the java that kept disappearing.  Mitch filled us in on

Walt, Jay, and Ralph’s Bakerstown Ride
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FFFFFEEEEEBBBBB..... C C C C CLLLLLUBUBUBUBUB M M M M MEEEEEEEEEETTTTTINGINGINGINGING I I I I INFONFONFONFONFO!!!!!
FEBRUARY CLUB MEETING 

 

Come out and get the new year started right! 

Date : Feb. 18 th 

                                                      Time : 4:00 PM. 

                          Place : Dynasty International Buffet  

20111 Freedom Rd.  Cranberry Twp. 16066 

In the lower section of Cranberry Mall,  

( Next to Panera’s Bread) 

 

The buffet is primarily Asian, but there is a wide variety of 

other foods as well. Special features include  a Sushi Bar, a 

Mongolian Barbeque and even lobster.  

It’s BYOB so feel free to bring along a bottle of wine to go 

with dinner. 

The price varies depending on drink choice, the most expensive 

is around $12.00. 

 

We will have a private room with full audio/visual equipment 

at our disposal. Dana promised to bring some bike related 

DVD’s  to watch, but if you have something you’d like to show, 

bring it along. 

some of the paint work he had been doing, regaling us with the fact
that just a pint and a half of some kind of silver and some kind of
black paint alone cost 126 simoleons.... and that didn’t include the
clear stuff whose price per gallon runs somewhere around 100 of
those things that sport George Washington on one side.  No wonder
fine paintwork ain’t for the timid!  ... and that’s not counting the
value of the awesome skill of the guy handling the spray gun and
airbrush!

After that we chewed over some hunting, and dumb hunters (of
Deer, ...what else in Western Pennsylvania?), not to mention some

of the close shaves had with the buggers riding or caging.
It obviously pays to use the old pilot’s figure 8 scan (back
and forth across the road and up and down the sides of the
road) and the Messerschmidt twitch (check your 6 o’clock
frequently) to stay safe out there.

Speaking of close encounters of the undesirable deer
kind, we segued into discussing ‘interesting’ roads we’d
been on.  Eric delighted us with a description of the game
he and his friend used to play years ago:  Start out riding
from one or the other’s home, but never travel the same
road back and always keep forging ahead... which resulted
once in their heading down a blacktop that turned into
gravel, that turned into a 2 wheeled track with grass in the
middle, that eventually ran up alongside a railroad track
with the only possible civilization being down track a ways
and on the other side, necessitating riding the ballast then
figuring how to finesse the bikes across the rails to the
other side.  And all this done on, wouldja believe it?  An
LT!  The problem with the road Eric said was that once
they’d gotten so far, just trying to turn the bikes around
would have been even more interesting than keeping go-

ing straight ahead.  Reminded Sonny and I of that patch on the way
to the New Baltimore Covered Bridge where we got onto a rocky 7
or 8 mile stretch down a steep hillside on what was once a pit mine
road where the only way out was ahead because turning the bikes
around would have required the prestidigitation of a Las Vegas Ma-
gician—and that on an R1200 and an R1150RT.  Eric also told us of
following a road in West Virginia of the same genre (blacktop to
crumbles to gravel to dirt to 2 wheel tracks with grass in the middle)
that got smaller and smaller and finally wound up at some guy’s
barn.  Upon asking the farmer if the route they were looking for was
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ahead, the guy affirmed
it, and so they kept on
going, up hill and scary
steep down dale until
finally they ran into a
cross road, equally nar-
row and of dirt, but
marked, of all things, by
a large route number
sign of the sort one
finds on the better trav-
eled blacktops.  And it
was their route!
There’s good, if adven-
turesome riding in
Southwestern Pennsy
and West Virginia!  If,
that is, you’re into ‘in-
teresting’ roads!  They
seem to be the same in
Northwestern Penn’s
Woods as well, as Walt recounted concerning our March (wrong time
of the year to go up there, by geezie peezie) foray hunting for covered
bridges.  There we not only had the dissapear-into-a rabbit-track-
that-runs-up-a-squirrel-track-into-a-knothole-in-a-tree type roads, but
ice, snow, mud, and water on the same.  That was some fun too!

After much enjoyment hashing over former rides (why is it that
the tough ones are the ones we remember best???  Hmmmm!)  and
since it was Oh-Six’s First, and because thereby we all had family
things to get to, we decided our ride(s) away from King’s would be
essentially back to our personal ‘Old Homesteads’ instead of
sightseeing some larger pieces of the countryside this day, and so
that’s what we did after Sonny snapped the fine picture you see above
(if you can look in the direction we’re looking, you’ll see that good
lookin’ guy behind the camera).  Mitch said he was slabbing it back
south, Sonny and Eric decided to Orange Belt etc. it back to
Monroeville, and Walt, Jay, and I decided to long-way-round it to
and via the Red Belt to get to Bakerstown, with Walt returning home
after he stopped at Wayne’s there, while I just peeled off for home,
and Jay continued on to Saxonburg Blvd and south to Fox Chapel.

The weather even was beneficial, hitting somewhere around 40°

when we left Kings,
and, as Walt, Jay, and
I were rolling past
Treesdale, it even
gave us a couple of
quick patches of blue
amid the gloomy grey,
and a smile or two of
sunlight.  The North
Breakfast Ride:  By
Golly Neds, a darn
fine way to start the
New Year!

Ride Stats for Home to
Home round trips:

Sonny’s (and
Eric’s):
Total distance 78.8
miles
mvg avg: 36 mph

max spd: 85 mph
mvg time: 2:20:00

Walt’s and Mitch’s:
Probably a good 70 miles anyway

Jay’s
Probably 60 miles or so

Ralph’s (by virtue of the GPS’s memory...not mine for sure!:
Total distance: 24 mi
mvg avg: 36.4 mph
total avg: 29.7 mph
max spd: 60.7 mph
mvg time: 00:39:30
stopped time: 00:09:00
total time: 00:48:30

RALPH

Sonny and Eric’s Monroeville Ride

AMA AMA AMA AMA AMA VINVINVINVINVINTTTTTAAAAAGE MOTGE MOTGE MOTGE MOTGE MOTORORORORORCYCYCYCYCYCLCLCLCLCLE DE DE DE DE DAAAAAYSYSYSYSYS
TTTTTO CEO CEO CEO CEO CELLLLLEEEEEBRBRBRBRBRAAAAATE MV ATE MV ATE MV ATE MV ATE MV AGUSTGUSTGUSTGUSTGUSTAAAAA
Tom Lindsay, AMA Communications Coordinator

PICKERINGTON, OHIO — The American Motorcyclist Associa-
tion (AMA) has announced that MV Agusta will be the “Featured
Marque” at AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days 2006, to be held July
28-30 at Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course in Lexington, Ohio.

Founded in 1945, Meccanica Verghera Agusta is known for its
sophisticated, elegant Italian design and attention to performance,
as well as for a long string of world championships. MV Agusta will

be celebrated at AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days 2006 with an ex-
hibit of classic motorcycles and memorabilia, with the cooperation
of Cagiva U.S.A.

As in previous years, AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days will kick
off a ten-day celebration of motorcycling at Mid-Ohio Sports Car
Course, concluding with the AMA Honda Super Cycle Weekend pre-
sented by Dunlop Tire the following weekend, August 4-6.

In 2006, AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days will be held two weeks
later than its usual mid-July weekend. Other sporting events during
the summer of 2006 prompted what is expected to be a one-year
departure from the traditional dates.

AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days, which attracts an estimated
40,000 enthusiasts each year, benefits the Motorcycle Hall of Fame

Continued on page 10
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‘05 M‘05 M‘05 M‘05 M‘05 MILILILILILEAEAEAEAEAGEGEGEGEGE C C C C CONONONONONTETETETETESTSTSTSTST     WWWWWINNEINNEINNEINNEINNERRRRR

 
 

Four Winds BMW Riders 
2005 Mileage Contest Winner 

Submitted By: Kevin Hart 
 

Four Winds 2005 Mileage Contest
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CONGRATULATIONS HOLLY MARCHECK.. 
 

 
 
 

 ..this year’s High Mileage winner. Holly turned in 20, 858 miles on four 
motorcycles to win the 25 dollar gift card from Home Depot. Thanks to all the 
contest riders who thought the program was worthy enough to contribute too !!!   

 
Please ride safe in 2006!
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Museum, and in 2006 will include the all-brands AMA Swapmeet,
bike shows, a full slate of American Historic Racing Motorcycle
Association (AHRMA) racing, and other features to be announced in
the coming months.

The “Grand Marshal” of AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days 2006
will be announced soon.

For the latest news about AMA Vintage Motorcycle Days 2006,
visit www.AMADirectlink.com or call 1-800-AMA-JOIN. For more
information about Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course, visit
www.midohio.com or call 1-800-MID-OHIO.

The American Motorcyclist Association: rights. riding. racing.
Founded in 1924, the AMA is a non-profit organization with more
than 260,000 members. The Association’s purpose is to pursue, pro-
tect and promote the interests of motorcyclists, while serving the
needs of its members. AMA Sports, its amateur and pro-am compe-
tition division, is the world’s largest motorsports-sanctioning body.
For more information, visit the AMA website at
www.AMADirectlink.com, or call 1-800-AMA-JOIN. For the latest
news releases, visit the AMA News Room at http://home.ama-
cycle.org/newsroom.

Continued from page 8

TTTTTHEHEHEHEHE N N N N NOOOOO Z Z Z Z ZONEONEONEONEONE
What is the “No Zone?”

For any rider, driver, or anyone even walk-
ing around a vehicle, the “No Zone” is an area
of extreme danger.  Why?  Because it’s the area
around the vehicle in which nothing can be seen
by the operator.  If you happen to be in the “No
Zone” of a vehicle you are invisible to the op-
erator, and the operator can pull over into you,
run over you, back over you or otherwise hit
you in some way because there is no way for
him to know you’re there.

The Prime Rule regarding “No Zones” is:
KNOW WHAT THEY ARE, WHERE
THEY ARE, AND... STAY OUT OF THEM!

The Secondary Rule regarding “No Zones”
is:  If you MUST move through a No Zone,
Be very careful, keeping an eye on what the
vehicle is doing, paying attention to what it
MIGHT do, and in such a case what you will

need to do to avoid being crunched, and GET THROUGH THE NO ZONE
AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE!

Some think blowing a horn when in a No Zone, or having ‘loud pipes’
forewarns operators.  Don’t believe it.  Sound can do funny things.  You are
invisible in the No Zone and sharp sounds can cause operators to react in ways
you least expect.  Because they cannot see you, if they think the sound is com-
ing from elsewhere than where you are they may well do precisely what you
are trying to warn them not to do.  Soooo.... Stay out of vehicle’s No Zones, or,
if you must be extremely cautious while moving through them and get out of
them as fast as possible!

No Zone title and graphics were sent in by...

 JÜRGEN BRUNE
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OOOOOURURURURUR 40 40 40 40 40THTHTHTHTH A A A A ANNUNNUNNUNNUNNUALALALALAL R R R R RALALALALALLLLLLYYYYY!!!!!

 

 
 

Come and join us for our 40th Homecoming Celebration of 
the longest continually held BMW Rally in North America. 
Our Rally Site is at Redbank Valley Municipal Park near 
New Bethlehem, nestled in the beautiful hills of Western 
Pennsylvania. 
 

ALL Riders and Bikes welcome! 
 

Events include: 
 

 Touring Rides 
 Tech Sessions 
 Self Guided Rides 
 Local Trivia or Sights Ride 
 Friday Night Corn Roast 
 Live Music 
 Vendors  
 Rally Pin (First 300 attendees) 
 Free 24-Hour Coffee 
 Saturday Night Pig Roast  
 GS Adventure Ride 
 Hare & Hound Ride 
 Sunday Morning “Farewell” Donuts 
 On-Site Food Vendor 
 Tree Shaded Campsites & Hot Showers 
 Outdoor Swimming Pool, Tennis Court, Roller 

Skating Rink & Horse Shoe Pits 
 Camper Hookups available for a fee 

 
GRAND PRIZE 

Worthy of our 40th year celebration! 
 

Vendors Welcome! – NO Fee! 
(Reserve space in advance, please) 

 
NO Rally Pre-Registration 

 
 

 
Rally Fee: 

 
Adult (Includes 2 nights camping & dinner)   $35.00 
Youth 11 to 18 (Excludes dinner)   $25.00    
Kids under 10 (Excludes dinner)   FREE 
Day Pass (Excludes dinner)     $15.00 
Saturday Night Dinner    $10.00 
 

Registration Opens at Noon Friday August 18th. 
 

 
Accommodations: 

 
Location 1: Brookville, PA. Intersection of I-80 and Rt. 

28. Approximately 18 miles North East of 
Rally Site. 

 
 Golden Eagle Inn  814.849.7345 
 Super 8 Motel  814.849.8840 
 Holiday Inn Express 814.849.8381 

 
Location 2: Clarion, PA. I-80 and Rt. 68 (Exit 9). 

Approximately 18 miles North of Rally Site. 
 

 Days Inn  814.226.8682 
 Super 8 Motel  814.226.4550 
 Holiday Inn  814.226.8850 
 Comfort Inn  814.226.5230 
 Microtel Inn & Suites 814.227.2700 

 
 

 
41* 0' 59" N, 79* 17' 2" W 

 
For more information and updates please visit: 

 
http://www.4windsBMW.org

 
Or call: 

Thomas Primke 
40th Rally Advisor 

412.828.3413 
 

Or Email Tom at: 
tomprimke@juno.com

 

! WELCOME HOME ! 

Rally Site: Redbank Valley Municipal Park 
2.5 miles North of New Bethlehem on Rt. 28,  
18 miles South of I-80 (Brookville) on Rt. 28.
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Local Dealer Support: 
 

We are very fortunate to have two BMW dealers within the Pittsburgh area for all your needs. Please contact either for a 
service appointment while traveling to our rally or just drop in and browse. They both carry a complete line of Parts, 

Accessories and Apparel.  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

 
 

GPS 40* 36' 2" N, 80* 2' 54" W 

BMW Motorcycles of Pittsburgh 
Triumph of Pittsburgh 

Ducati of Pittsburgh 
 

10269 Perry Hwy 
Wexford, PA 15090 
Phone: 724.934.4269 
Fax: 724.934.3269 

 

 

 

GPS 40* 21' 11" N, 79* 50' 47" W 

Heritage BMW / Aprilia

1661 Fifth Avenue 
McKeesport, PA 15132 
Phone: 412.673.4410   

Fax: 412.673.5360 
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MMMMMYYYYY G G G G GADADADADADGEGEGEGEGETTTTT Q Q Q Q QUIUIUIUIUITTTTT     WWWWWORKORKORKORKORKINGINGINGINGING

IP CIP CIP CIP CIP CODEODEODEODEODE R R R R RAAAAATTTTTINGSINGSINGSINGSINGS

DDDDDEGREGREGREGREGREEEEEEEEEESSSSS     OFOFOFOFOF P P P P PRRRRROTECTOTECTOTECTOTECTOTECTIONIONIONIONION P P P P PRRRRROOOOOVIDEVIDEVIDEVIDEVIDEDDDDD     BYBYBYBYBY E E E E ENCLNCLNCLNCLNCLOOOOO-----
SURSURSURSURSUREEEEESSSSS

Submitted By: Kevin Hart
So that new fangled gadget you just purchased for

your motorcycle up and died after you exposed it to
inclement weather. After performing the obvious, checking
batteries, electrical connections, it still remains partially or
completely inoperative. Functions such as the Keypad may
work intermittently and a LCD may have a foggy
appearance with characters missing. So are you SOL and
out big bucks? If the product is under warranty you may be
able to return the device – GPS, MP3, Portable CD/Stereo,
XM, if it was purchased new for repair. Be warned that
most repairs will consist of a flat rate charge for evaluation
of any problem cause by the user, ie: exposure to harsh
weather. If you purchased new or used there still remains a
few things you can try before you cry.

First, remove power to the unit. Remove the unit
from operation to a dry area such as a tank bag  or saddle
bag. Remove the battery cover or leave the cover open.
Remove the unit from an accessory case. Wrap the unit in a
dry towel if temperatures are < 30° F. Disconnect cables,
power, headphones, and communication. Wipe the unit off
using a dry soft cloth. Remove water from seams along the
recess of operation buttons and electrical connections or
phone jack, accessory connections. Last, at the next
opportunity place the unit in an area that is warm and dry.
Turn the unit onto several different sides during several
hours of airing while it is in this warm area. DO NOT try
to advance the drying period by placing the unit into an
oven, direct sunlight or over a furnace duct. Give the unit
time to air out before restoring power. Refer to the owner’s
manual and reference guide of the device. Many electronic
devices are robust enough to withstand some introduction
of moisture but not full immersion of water. Many devices
shut themselves off when exposed to moisture, and only
need time to dry out to start working again.

So why did this happen? The gadget you purchase
is meant to be used outdoors?? The manufacture shows an
individual standing outside on the sales brochure which led
you to believe using it outdoors carried no restrictions. The
rain storm you were riding in only lasted several minutes
(Not if you were riding with Ed). You have used other

equipment in this manner and never had a problem. Well
chances are you’ve been lucky. Most commercial products
carry a basic protection rating or IP – Ingress Protection.

An IP Rating is simply a method for identifying a
degree of protection for an enclosure. The case or body that
the unit is packaged in - is the enclosure. This could be a
multitude of methods from injection molded halves to
machined parts joined together with a gasket seal held
together with a mechanical fastener or in some cases a
snap-together fit with or without some type of seal/gasket.
With protection comes cost. When a manufacture submits
for testing they have already spent an enormous amount of
time, research and money deciding how their product is
intended to be used. If it is intended for Military use the IP
Rating will be of the highest the Standard allows for. The
Standard for this discussion is IEC 529 and the rating
would be IP68, but this is only an example. Our military
sets standards outside the commercial standards and they
are much more involved and not necessary for this general
topic. Suffice it to say that when talking U.S. Military, you
are talking the best testing available. For general consumer
products the cost needs to be kept low so therefore the
testing - if any - is usually low. What you perceive as a
“product for outdoor use” may or may not carry any IP
protection.

For instance the GPS unit I use is rated for IPX7
under the standard IEC 529. The first characteristic “X” is
a place holder. More on that later. The second characteristic
“7” informs me that the device is rated for “Temporary
Immersion” in water. Therefore, with some care I should
expect the unit to continue to function in a fairly hard rain.
But you still need to take some precautions and I am taking
a chance using the unit in rain. Any opening in any
electrical device is susceptible to ingress of dust and water.
Therefore the power cord connection to my device needs to
be treated with a small amount of Vaseline to repel water
from entering that area. So if the device were a MP3 or CD/
Stereo I could expect damage from dust or water entering
the output connection for the headphones or patch cable to
a rider communication system. I would take appropriate
action to protect those areas of the device or the entire
device. Cycle Gadgets offers a Rain Cover for the Delphi
XM Radio, one of the newest products on the market for
motorcyclist. Other product manufacturers may offer covers
for their equipment. Look under available accessories for
that device when purchasing.

How does this all break down, and how do you
know as a consumer what products may or may not meet
ratings suitable for your use. Can you think of any other
exposure greater to products than those used on
motorcycles? OK, other that the usual places like the
Rovers on Mars. Motorcycling really sets the extreme for
electrical devices, Shock, Vibration, Temperature,
Acceleration (Easy Don), Deceleration (Easy Rick), and all
out daily use/misuse. The following table shows the code
elements for IP Ratings.
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Table IEC 529 IP Ratings
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As the table explains IPX7 for the GPS device I use, shows the unit is protected for “Temporary
Immersion”. No Dust Protection. Where a characteristic numeral is not required to be specified, it is replaced by an “X”.

So is this all gloom and doom? No. Many electronic devices will work even in the most extreme conditions with
no problems. However, the next time you power it up to enjoy your favorite comedy show on satellite radio you may be
without the pleasure of its use, or it works as expected for months before a problem arises. Take some time to insure that
your gadgets are cared for just as you would tire pressure before you ride. Note the fuse protection for the device. Observe
good grounding and power connection practice. Install a accessory fuse block that is powered with a relay circuit separate
from the vehicle. Care for the Input/Output connections. Consider products that have a use in a Marine environment.
Many manufactures such as Sony offer high end portable and permanent devices rated for marine use that can be easily
adapted for motorcycles. They are expensive and the user options may be limited but the devices will carry an IP rating
and a rating for shock and vibration.

Now if you’re in the habit of riding with “Syphoon” here are some suggestions for protecting electronic devices
and to insure they are not exposed to the elements that cause damage. These items can be carried in tank or saddle bag
until called upon for use. Saran Wrap, Zip Lok Bags, a Sock sprayed with Scotchgard or Campdry.

• Omit any of the above discussion when applied to the topic of Cameras (35mm, Digital) or Camcorders mounted
on motorcycles. You’re on your own there!

• Reference CEI / IEC 60529:1989+A1:1999
• This article for general information only and should not to be used to build Rovers for Mars.
• If you know or understand more about IP ratings then keep it to yourself and don’t beat me up for it.

And last but not least….Thanks, hope this sheds some light on why that gadget quit working.

MMMMMARARARARARCHCHCHCHCH C C C C CLLLLLUBUBUBUBUB M M M M MEEEEEEEEEETTTTTINGINGINGINGING

  M  M  M  M  MARKARKARKARKARK     YEYEYEYEYERRRRR     CCCCCALALALALALEEEEENDNDNDNDNDARARARARARSSSSS     FORFORFORFORFOR M M M M MARARARARARCHCHCHCHCH     ANDANDANDANDAND     YYYYY ’’’’’ALALALALALLLLLL

CCCCCOMEOMEOMEOMEOME!!!!!
The Club Meeting, for March will be held Saturday, the18th, begin-
ning at 1:00pm at The Brass Rail, 10 Old Clairton Rd.  Phone:  412-
655-2922.  Full details and directions will be in the March newslet-
ter.

ED (AKA PHOONIE)

NNNNNEWEWEWEWEW B B B B BIKIKIKIKIKEEEEE E E E E ELLLLLECTRECTRECTRECTRECTRICICICICICALSALSALSALSALS
While chatting with John Allen at the banquet (Thanks Holly & Co.
for all the great work!), John was telling me the latest BMWs with
the CAN bus electical system have cutoffs on amps/wattage for their
accessory sockets for such things as heated vests, pants, etc.  Couldn’t
figure why my Gerbings went cold on me on a 20 degree day when I
turned it all the way up.  John said the controller shuts off the current
if it goes beyond 5 or 10 amps.  So that was why!   It and the GPS
may have been pulling more than 10 amps.  Yesterday I got the Janu-
ary RA’s On The Level, and by golly Neds, an article on p. 3 said the
same thing:  the RT bikes are limited to 10 amps, and the GS and
base ST bikes to 5.  Over that and the controller turns the accessory
sockets off.  So if you put in an extra accessory socket, you may just
want to wire it direct to the battery or do some other workaround so
as not to have it limited by the CAN bus controller.  Or, if you don’t
add another socket to a new bike, John suggests that you might just
want to keep your Gerbings or Widder turned down a bit to stay
warm.

JOHN - VIA THE ROVING REPORTER
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Four Winds BMW Riders
c/o Ralph Meyer, Editor
6056 Meadow Lane
Bakerstown, PA 15007-9720

DDDDDIRIRIRIRIRECTECTECTECTECTIONSIONSIONSIONSIONS     TTTTTOOOOO     THETHETHETHETHE M M M M MEEEEEEEEEETTTTTINGINGINGINGING:::::
Saturday, February 18th, 2006: the February club meeting will be held

from 4:00 PM at the Dynasty International Buffet, 20111 Freedom Rd.,
Cranberry Twp. 16066, In the lower section of Cranberry Mall, ( Next to
Panera's Bread).  The buffet is primarily Asian, but there is a wide variety
of other foods as well. Special features include  a Sushi Bar, a Mongolian
Barbeque and even lobster.  It's BYOB so feel free to bring along a bottle of
wine to go with dinner.  The price varies depending on drink choice, the
most expensive is around $12.00.

We will have a private room with full audio/visual equipment at our
disposal. Dana promised to bring some bike related DVD's  to watch, but if
you have something you'd like to show, bring it along.

From Pittsburgh: Take I-79 North to  Exit 78.  Turn left on Rt. 228 West.
Turn left at the 4th light into Mall.

From the Pennsylvania Turnpike: Take Exit 28 (Old Exit 3).  Take Rt. 19
North.  Turn left at 2nd  light, on Freedom Rd.  Turn left at 2nd light,
into Mall.

HHHHHOOOOOWWWWW     DDDDDOOOOO I  I  I  I  I JOINJOINJOINJOINJOIN

FFFFFOUROUROUROUROUR     WWWWWINDSINDSINDSINDSINDS BMW BMW BMW BMW BMW
RRRRRIDEIDEIDEIDEIDERRRRRSSSSS?????

To join, come to a meeting and introduce
yourself.  Meetings are listed here in the
Newsletter and in the schedule of events
on the Web Site, www.4windsbmw.org.

Membership dues are $15 per year for primary
membership, and $7.50 per year for asso-
ciate members residing in the same
household as a primary member.


